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Abstract Satellite measurements of tropospheric carbon monoxide (CO) enable a wide array of
applications including studies of air quality and pollution transport. The MOPITT (Measurements of
Pollution in the Troposphere) instrument on the Earth Observing System Terra platform has been measuring
CO concentrations globally since March 2000. As indicated by the Degrees of Freedom for Signal (DFS), the
standard metric for trace-gas retrieval information content, MOPITT retrieval performance varies over a wide
range. We show that both instrumental and geophysical effects yield significant geographical and temporal
variability in MOPITT DFS values. Instrumental radiance uncertainties, which describe random errors
(or “noise”) in the calibrated radiances, vary over long time scales (e.g., months to years) and vary between
the four detector elements of MOPITT’s linear detector array. MOPITT retrieval performance depends on
several factors including thermal contrast, fine-scale variability of surface properties, and CO loading. The
relative importance of these various effects is highly variable, as demonstrated by analyses of monthly mean
DFS values for the United States and the Amazon Basin. An understanding of the geographical and temporal
variability of MOPITT retrieval performance is potentially valuable to data users seeking to limit the influence
of the a priori through data filtering. To illustrate, it is demonstrated that calculated regional-average
CO mixing ratios may be improved by excluding observations from a subset of pixels in MOPITT’s linear
detector array.

1. Introduction

The interpretation of passive remote sensing retrievals of trace gas concentrations is generally more complex
than for in situ measurements. Fundamentally, this is because the determination of trace gas concentrations
from the inversion of remote sensing observations is often underconstrained; i.e., the measurements alone
are typically insufficient to uniquely determine the vertical profile of a particular atmospheric trace gas.
In retrieval algorithms based on optimal estimation, including the MOPITT (“Measurements of Pollution in the
Troposphere”) retrieval algorithm for carbon monoxide (CO), a priori information provides the additional con-
straints required to obtain a physically realistic solution [Rodgers, 2000]. The relative weighting of information
in the retrieved profile from the measurements and from a priori depends on a variety of both instrumental
and geophysical variables [Deeter et al., 2003] and may be highly variable [Worden et al., 2013]. This variability
complicates the task of distinguishing between features in remote sensing data sets that are traceable to the a
priori as opposed to features actually derived from the observations. Thus, analyzing the variables that control
this weighting facilitates the proper interpretation of optimal estimation-based products.

In optimal estimation-based trace gas retrieval algorithms, the sensitivity of the retrieved vertical profile to the
actual vertical profile is expressed by the averaging kernel matrix A [Rodgers, 2000]. Each row of A describes
the sensitivity of the retrieved gas concentration at one level to perturbations at each of the levels in the
actual vertical profile. Mathematically, the relationship between the true profile xtrue, retrieved profile xrtv, and
a priori profile xa can be written as

xrtv = xa + A(xtrue − xa) + G𝜖 (1)

where A is the averaging kernel matrix, G is the retrieval gain (sensitivity) matrix, and 𝜖 is the radiance mea-
surement error. For current MOPITT products, a priori profiles are geographically and seasonally variable and
are derived from a model-based climatology for CO [Deeter et al., 2014]. For operational MOPITT retrieval prod-
ucts, A is an included diagnostic for each retrieved profile. A depends on the weighting function matrix K
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Table 1. Characteristics of the MOPITT CO Channels, as Described in Section 2

Channel 5 Channel 6 Channel 7

Radiometer type LMC LMC PMC

Spectral band TIR NIR TIR

Vertical sensitivity Lower/middle troposphere Total column Upper troposphere

(also known as the “Jacobian” matrix), which describes the sensitivity of the measurements to the actual
vertical profile, the radiance error covariance matrix Ce, and the a priori covariance matrix Ca according to

A =
(

KT C−1
e K + C−1

a

)−1
KT C−1

e K (2)

Ce quantifies the uncertainties in each of the measurements, along with their correlations, whereas Ca

describes the “background” variability of the retrieved quantities, along with their correlations [Rodgers, 2000].
The trace (or sum of all diagonal elements) of A yields the Degrees of Freedom for Signal (DFS), the standard
metric for information content in optimal estimation-based retrievals. DFS is often interpreted as the num-
ber of independent pieces of information contained in the retrieval resulting from the actual observation.
DFS values provide a simple scalar index for retrieval information content which is more readily visualized
than the full averaging kernel matrix. DFS depends in part on the a priori covariance matrix Ca used in the
retrieval algorithm and therefore is not useful for directly comparing the capabilities of different instruments.
(Algorithm developers for different instruments employ various methods for calculating Ca.) In the MOPITT
retrieval algorithm, the a priori covariance matrix Ca is fixed [Deeter et al., 2010]; thus, the variability of A
(and DFS) in MOPITT products is due entirely to the variability of K and Ce.

In the following, we analyze MOPITT DFS values associated with three types of retrieval products to assess the
temporal and geographical variability of retrieval information content due to a variety of instrumental and
geophysical effects. Section 2 includes a brief review of the MOPITT instrument, measurements, and retrieval
products. The impacts of observation errors and geophysical parameters on MOPITT retrieval performance are
investigated in sections 3 and 4. Results are then discussed in section 5. Beyond explaining observed trends
and geographical patterns in DFS, the findings suggest potential filtering strategies allowing users of MOPITT
products to exclude those retrievals most heavily weighted by the a priori.

2. MOPITT Products

The MOPITT instrument on the NASA Terra platform measures tropospheric CO concentrations using both
thermal infrared (TIR) and near-infrared (NIR) observations [Drummond et al., 2010]. MOPITT exploits gas cor-
relation radiometry, whereby gas cells containing CO are placed in the optical path and act as modulated
optical filters. Modulation of the optical absorption by the gas is achieved by either length modulation
(in “Length Modulation Cells” or LMCs) or pressure modulation (“Pressure Modulation Cells” or PMCs).
All current MOPITT products [Deeter et al., 2013, 2014] are based on three channels corresponding to three gas
correlation radiometers in the MOPITT instrument. See Table 1. Channel 5 is derived from a TIR LMC, Channel
6 from a NIR LMC, and Channel 7 from a TIR PMC.

For each MOPITT channel, signal processing yields both Average and Difference radiances [Drummond et al.,
2010]. Difference radiances effectively provide a measure of radiance near the CO absorption lines, while
Average radiances indicate the integrated radiance in the spectral gaps between the CO absorption lines
[Edwards et al., 1999]. Because of their contrasting sensitivities to the vertical distribution of CO, Channels 5, 6,
and 7 provide complementary information regarding the shape of the CO vertical profile. (MOPITT originally
included three additional CO-sensitive channels which were effectively disabled when the cooler operating
on one side of the MOPITT instrument ceased to function in 2001. However, the strong redundancy of the
two sides of the MOPITT instrument resulted in only a minor degrading effect on MOPITT retrieval products.)
Channel 5 is most sensitive to CO in the lower troposphere and midtroposphere, whereas Channel 7 is most
sensitive to CO in the upper troposphere. Channel 6 observations in the NIR spectral band are only weakly
sensitive to the CO vertical distribution and effectively provide a constraint on the CO total column [Deeter
et al., 2009].

The MOPITT retrieval algorithm employs optimal estimation to determine the CO vertical profile most consis-
tent with both the observed radiances and a priori information relating to the climatological CO concentration
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and its variability. MOPITT CO total column values are calculated by vertically integrating the retrieved CO
vertical profile. Three types of retrieval products are generated operationally and are distinguished by the
specific channels employed for the retrieval. TIR-only products rely on the Channel 5 Average and Difference
radiances, as well as the Channel 7 Difference radiance. NIR-only products rely only on the Channel 6 Average
and Difference radiances, whereas joint TIR-NIR products exploit all of the radiances used for the TIR-only
and NIR-only products. The TIR-NIR product offers the largest DFS values, the greatest vertical resolution,
and particularly the greatest sensitivity to CO in the lower troposphere. However, this product also exhibits
relatively large random retrieval errors and bias drift [Deeter et al., 2013]. Moreover, the benefits of the multi-
spectral approach are only available in daytime MOPITT observations over land. The TIR-only product offers
the highest long-term stability and similar performance in variable observing situations (day and night, land
and ocean).

3. Observation Errors

In the optimal estimation framework, the effective weights of the measurements on the retrieval are in
part dependent on the radiance error covariance matrix Ce [Deeter et al., 2003]. Increasing measurement
uncertainties yield decreasing DFS values. Diagonal elements of Ce describe the uncertainties of each of the
measurements used as the basis of the retrieval, whereas off-diagonal elements describe the error corre-
lations for pairs of measurements. For MOPITT retrievals, elements of Ce represent the cumulative effect of
(1) instrument noise, (2) “geophysical noise” associated with the moving field of view and subpixel variability
of surface properties [Deeter et al., 2011], and (3) errors in the operational radiative transfer model used to
simulate instrumental radiances [Deeter et al., 2003]. In the following, we consider the effects of instrument
noise and geophysical noise, both of which exhibit significant variability.

For the LMC channels (Channels 5 and 6), instrument-only radiance uncertainties and total uncertainties
(representing combined instrument noise and geophysical noise) are independently calculated in the radi-
ance calibration step (“Level 1 processing”). Instrument-only uncertainties are calculated from the variability
of Level 0 data (i.e., raw “counts”) acquired during periodic views of space, while total uncertainties are based
on the variability of Earth view Level 0 data used to calculate the Level 1 radiances for each observation [Deeter
et al., 2011]. Total uncertainties calculated this way also account for possible radiance-dependent instrumental
noise, which may not be represented in instrument-only uncertainties based on space view data. For the PMC
channel (Channel 7), only instrumental uncertainties are calculated, due to an intrinsic limitation of the raw
Level 0 PMC data. Thus, elements of Ce corresponding to Channels 5 and 6 represent the cumulative uncer-
tainty corresponding to instrument noise and geophysical noise, whereas elements of Ce for Channel 7 solely
represent instrument noise. As shown below, instrument noise exhibits long-term temporal variability but
also varies among the four detector elements that comprise MOPITT’s linear detector array.

3.1. Characteristics of Instrumental Noise
Time series plots of daily mean instrumental noise values for the Channels 5, 6, and 7 Difference radiances
(5D, 6D, and 7D) are presented in Figure 1. Data are shown separately for each of the four detector elements
(or “pixels”) and were extracted from the MOPITT Version 6 Level 1 product. Pixel index values are reported
for each observation in MOPITT Level 1 and Level 2 products. Noise values for the corresponding Average
radiances (5A, 6A, and 7A) are not shown, since they are calculated from the same Level 0 data as the
Difference radiances and are strongly correlated. (Generally, Average radiance noise values are half the value
of corresponding Difference radiances.) Many of the obvious sharp increases (or “spikes”) in the noise time
series occur immediately after the annual hot calibration and decontamination procedures for the MOPITT
instrument and may reflect abnormally high instrument temperatures. Instrumental noise exhibits a clear
pixel dependence, particularly for the TIR radiances (5D and 7D). The pixels associated with the largest noise
values also exhibit strong temporal variability over the mission.

For the 5D radiance, each of the pixels presents a unique noise history. Pixels 2 and 3, i.e., the “inner” pixels in
the four-element linear detector array, exhibit more stable noise values than Pixels 1 and 4 (the “outer” pixels).
Pixel 4 clearly exhibits much larger noise than the other three pixels for nearly the entire record. Although 6D
noise values steadily decreased over the first 2 years of operations and have very gradually increased since
then, overall the instrument noise for 6D is less variable than for 5D or 7D. The 6D noise pixel dependence
is much weaker than for Channels 5 and 7. For 7D, Pixel 3 has generally demonstrated higher noise than the
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Figure 1. Time series of instrument noise for each MOPITT detector element.

other three pixels for nearly the entire mission, but with significant variability. Since early 2011, Pixel 3 noise
values have increased by about a factor of 5. Noise values for Pixels 1, 2, and 4 appear much more stable but
exhibit an overall mild positive trend like the 6D noise values.

Figure 2. Time series of MOPITT V6 TIR-only DFS values over
tropical and midlatitude ocean scenes.

3.2. Effects of Instrumental Noise on DFS
In scenes where geophysical noise is relatively
weak, instrumental noise features produce cor-
responding features in time series plots of DFS.
This should typically include oceanic scenes,
where the uniformity of surface temperature
and emissivity within the area of a single
MOPITT pixel typically results in weak geophys-
ical noise [Deeter et al., 2011]. A time series of
daily mean DFS values for V6 TIR-only products
for all tropical and midlatitude oceanic scenes
(between 60∘S and 60∘N) is shown in Figure 2.
Pixel-dependent features in this plot clearly cor-
respond to features in the history of 7D instru-
ment noise values in Figure 1. For example,
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Figure 3. (top) Grid-cell-averaged 5D radiances, (middle) reported 5D uncertainty values, and (bottom) 5D SNR values
over CONUS for 2014.

for Pixel 3, periods when the 7D instrument noise was particularly high in Figure 1 correspond to periods
of depressed DFS values in Figure 2. Pixels 1 and 2, which exhibit the lowest 7D instrument noise for most of
the mission, generally present the highest DFS values. Compared to 7D instrument noise values, features of
Channel 5 instrument noise values appear to be less correlated with DFS values over the ocean. In part, this
is expected due to the fact that the effect of geophysical noise is represented in Ce for Channel 5 but not for
Channel 7. Thus, for the 5D and 5A radiances, geophysical noise may effectively mask the pixel dependence
of Channel 5 instrument noise.

4. Geophysical Effects

In addition to geophysical noise, which affects DFS values through its effect on Ce, all geophysical parame-
ters which affect the MOPITT weighting functions can potentially influence DFS values. For the MOPITT TIR
channels, relevant parameters include surface temperature and emissivity, atmospheric temperature and
water vapor profiles, atmospheric CO concentrations, and satellite zenith angle. For the NIR channels,
relevant geophysical parameters include atmospheric water vapor and CO concentrations, and solar and
satellite zenith angles. To understand the relationship between DFS and a particular geophysical parameter,
the responses of both the magnitude and shape of the weighting functions are each potentially relevant.
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Figure 4. (top) Grid-cell-averaged 5D radiances, (middle) reported 5D uncertainty values, and (bottom) 5D SNR values
over central South America for 2014.

DFS values generally increase as the magnitudes of the weighting functions increase and as the similarity of
the weighting functions for different radiances decreases. For example, in TIR-only retrievals, DFS increases
as the overlap between the 5D and 7D weighting functions decreases [Deeter et al., 2007a], resulting in less
correlated measurements. This overlap is dependent on thermal contrast conditions, as discussed below.

4.1. Geophysical Noise Variability
To visualize the geographical variability of geophysical noise, maps of gridded radiances and radiance
uncertainties were produced for the 5D radiance for two regions. Gridded maps shown in Figures 3 and 4 were
based on all daytime clear-sky MOPITT observations during 2014 over the Continental United States (CONUS)
and central South America, as well as adjacent oceanic areas. Data were extracted from diagnostics in the
Version 6 Level 2 product (as opposed to the Level 1 product) to avoid the effects of clouds and were
gridded at 1∘ resolution. Separate panels present the mean 5D radiance, mean 5D radiance uncertainty
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Figure 5. Retrieved TIR-only and TIR-NIR CO profiles and mean averaging kernels over the western Amazon Basin
(between 10∘S, 5∘S, 70∘W, and 65∘W) on 1 July 2010. (top row) Mean retrieved profile and standard deviations at each
retrieval level are indicated in red. Corresponding mean a priori profile is shown in blue.

(including the effects of both instrumental and geophysical noise), and mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
defined as the ratio of the mean 5D radiance to its mean uncertainty. Geographical variations in the gridded
mean 5D radiances, shown in Figures 3 (top) and 4 (top), are due to variability in the annual-mean surface
temperature and emissivity. Variations in the mean 5D radiance uncertainties, shown in Figures 3 (middle) and
4 (middle), are due to geophysical noise caused by subpixel variations in surface temperature (and emissivity).
Geophysical noise typically dominates over instrumental noise, particularly over land [Deeter et al., 2011].
Some degree of correlation is expected in the spatial patterns of 5D radiance and 5D uncertainty, to the extent
that subpixel spatial variations of surface temperature are proportional to the mean surface temperature over
the region. The SNR plots in Figures 3 (bottom) and 4 (bottom) indicate the overall quality of the 5D radiances
taking into account the magnitudes of both the radiances and geophysical noise.

Figure 3 (top) shows that annually averaged daytime 5D radiances are significantly greater over the
western U.S. and Mexico than over the eastern U.S. or adjacent oceanic regions. The 5D radiance uncertainty
values presented in Figure 3 (middle) show a similar pattern but with much stronger variability. However,
patterns in the 5D SNR values shown in Figure 3 (bottom) contrast sharply with the mean 5D radiance
map. SNR values are generally highest over the ocean, indicating weak geophysical noise, although SNR
values in some parts of the midwestern U.S. are similar to some oceanic regions offshore the eastern U.S.
Grid-cell-averaged SNR values range from less than 100 over some mountainous areas to over 2000 over some
oceanic regions. Thus, the effects of geophysical noise are generally weaker over the ocean than over land
and are particularly strong over mountainous regions. Strong subpixel variations in surface temperature over
mountainous regions might result from altitude variability, surface-type inhomogeneities, and shadowing
related to topography and solar geometry.

Annual-mean 5D daytime radiance maps for central South America are shown in Figure 4 (top). The largest
mean radiances appear over the Atacama Desert along the Pacific Coast in northern Chile and in the northern
Brazilian Highlands in far eastern Brazil. Radiance uncertainties shown in Figure 4 (middle) are largest over
the Andes mountain range and in far eastern Brazil. SNR values depicted in Figure 4 (bottom) are generally
lowest over the Andes and highest in the Atlantic Ocean northeast of Brazil. However, SNR values over much
of the Amazon Basin in northwestern Brazil, eastern Peru, and eastern Colombia are also generally high,
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Figure 6. Retrieved TIR-only and TIR-NIR CO profiles and mean averaging kernels over the western Amazon Basin
(between 10∘S, 5∘S, 70∘W, and 65∘W) on 17 September 2010. (top row) Mean retrieved profile and standard deviations
at each retrieval level are indicated in red. Corresponding mean a priori profile is shown in blue.

even exceeding 2000 in some grid cells. SNR values in this region are substantially higher than SNR values
observed anywhere in North America. These high SNR values suggest a highly homogeneous landscape likely
dominated by continuous rainforest.

4.2. Thermal Contrast
For TIR-based retrievals of surface-level CO concentration, the sensitivity is dictated by the temperature
difference between the surface skin temperature and the temperature of the overlying atmosphere, i.e., the
thermal contrast [Deeter et al., 2007a]. Low thermal contrast results in poor sensitivity to CO near the surface.
Over the ocean, thermal contrast is typically weak since the sea surface is often nearly isothermal with the
overlying layer of air. Thermal contrast over land is dependent on several factors and is highly variable.
Typically, land surfaces dominated by dense vegetation yield low thermal contrast, whereas barren regions
(e.g., deserts) often exhibit strong thermal contrast. Daytime overpasses over land typically yield positive
thermal contrast, whereas nighttime overpasses often yield negative thermal contrast. Outside of the tropics,
thermal contrast may also exhibit seasonal variability.

For MOPITT TIR-only retrievals, the sensitivity to CO near the surface is mainly dependent on properties of the
5A and 5D weighting functions; the weighting function for the 7D radiance generally peaks in the upper tro-
posphere and exhibits very low sensitivity to CO in the lower troposphere regardless of the thermal contrast
[Deeter et al., 2007a]. In scenes where thermal contrast is weak, the 5A and 5D weighting functions typically
peak in the midtroposphere and decrease sharply at the surface. In positive thermal contrast conditions
(where surface skin temperatures are high compared to the air temperature) the 5A and 5D weighting func-
tions shift toward the surface, raising the sensitivity to CO in the lowermost troposphere. This effect, which
primarily occurs in daytime scenes over land, also increases DFS values because of the reduced overlap
between the weighting functions for 5D and 7D. This effect has been analyzed through simulations and
confirmed with actual MOPITT observations [Deeter et al., 2007a].

Thermal contrast also affects TIR-NIR retrievals and may play a significant role with respect to the sensitivity
of TIR-NIR retrievals to CO near the surface. In principle, surface-level sensitivity should be enhanced for
TIR-NIR retrievals when thermal contrast is weak. In this situation, Channels 5 and 7 provide information mainly
regarding CO in the middle and upper troposphere, whereas the weighting function of the NIR channel is
relatively uniform. Thus, under conditions of weak thermal contrast, the additional information contained in
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the NIR measurements primarily affects the retrieved CO concentration in the lower troposphere, where the
TIR radiances exhibit low sensitivity and do not constrain the retrieved profile. As thermal contrast increases,
the Channel 5 weighting functions shift toward the surface, creating stronger overlap between the TIR and NIR
weighting functions. The resulting redundancy between the information in the TIR and NIR measurements
tends to diminish DFS values and degrade the surface-level averaging kernel.

4.3. CO Loading
The dependence of the measured radiances on atmospheric CO concentrations is nonlinear. Thus, the MOPITT
weighting functions are themselves dependent on the CO profile [Deeter et al., 2007b]. Forward model simula-
tions demonstrate that as CO concentrations increase, Channel 5 weighting functions increase in magnitude.
The sensitivity of the weighting functions to atmospheric CO concentrations also implies a dependence of
the averaging kernels on the CO vertical profile.

The effect of CO loading should be most evident for regions such as the Amazon Basin where CO concentra-
tions exhibit a strong seasonal cycle. To illustrate, we compare retrieved profiles and mean averaging kernels in
the western Amazon Basin (between 10∘S, 5∘S, 70∘W, and 65∘W) for two dates representing opposite extremes
of CO loading. Data for 1 July 2010 are presented in Figure 5 and represent the early stages of the dry season.
Data for 17 September 2010 are shown in Figure 6 and reflect conditions near the peak of the burning sea-
son. The two figures present the retrieved profiles and mean averaging kernels for both TIR-only and TIR-NIR
products. Since neither geophysical noise nor thermal contrast would be expected to vary seasonally for tropi-
cal rainforests, differences in the retrieval averaging kernels between July and September appear to be mainly
the result of changes in CO atmospheric loading.

Comparisons of the retrieved profiles for both the TIR-only and TIR-NIR retrievals in Figures 5 and 6 confirm the
relatively weak CO concentrations on 1 July and strongly polluted conditions on 17 September. However, the
figures also demonstrate clear differences in the retrieval averaging kernels. For the TIR-only retrieval product,
the increased CO loading on 17 September appears to increase the magnitude and “sharpness” of the 800 hPa
averaging kernel while decreasing the magnitude of the surface-level averaging kernel. The effect on the
mean DFS, however, is an increase of only 0.022. For the TIR-NIR retrieved profiles, the higher CO concentra-
tions during the burning season produce a stronger effect. In particular, the mean surface-level averaging
kernel exhibits a much sharper peak at the surface and decreases more rapidly at higher levels. Thus, the
increased CO during the burning season in the Amazon Basin seems to be beneficial for retrieving CO near
the surface. Moreover, mean DFS values for the TIR-NIR product increase from 1.892 to 2.156, a difference of
0.264. The stronger effect on DFS for TIR-NIR retrievals compared to TIR-only retrievals suggests that the sensi-
tivity of the NIR channel increases with increased CO loading. As shown below, this effect has been confirmed
by comparing DFS values for NIR-only retrievals over the Amazon Basin under low- and high-CO loading
conditions.

4.4. Effects of Geophysical Variability on DFS
Maps of long-term monthly mean (LTMM) daytime DFS values shown in Figures 7–12 were created using the
MOPITT Version 6 gridded Level 3 monthly mean product for all years from 2000 to 2013. Level 3 products
are gridded at 1∘ resolution and only exploit MOPITT Pixels 1 and 2 to maximize cell-averaged DFS values.
(As discussed above, Pixels 3 and 4 are characterized by smaller DFS values over much of the mission
due to greater instrument noise for those pixels in Channel 7.) LTMM maps are presented for four months
(January, April, July, and October) to illustrate seasonal changes in DFS.
4.4.1. United States
Maps of TIR-only LTMM daytime DFS values for the Continental United States (CONUS) and northern Mexico
are shown in Figure 7. Cell-averaged DFS values range from less than 1 to about 1.5. Except for the month of
January, DFS values are generally higher in the eastern half of CONUS compared to the western half of CONUS
and Mexico. This pattern is qualitatively consistent with the map of Channel 5 geophysical noise values shown
in Figure 3. Seasonal variations in DFS could be the result of both changes in thermal contrast conditions and
CO loading. As the result of the seasonal cycle of thermal contrast (due to insolation), TIR-only DFS values
should approach their maximum around June and minimum around December. Due to seasonal variations
in CO loading in the Northern Hemisphere [Edwards et al., 2004], DFS values should peak around April and
reach minimum value in September. Thus, these two factors together appear to explain the larger DFS values
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Figure 7. Long-term monthly mean TIR-only DFS maps for North America.

observed in April and July over CONUS. DFS values over CONUS are clearly the lowest in January, when
DFS values also appear to decrease with increasing latitude. This pattern is likely due to thermal contrast
conditions associated with weak wintertime insolation and possibly the greater likelihood of snow cover at
higher latitudes.

Figure 8. Long-term monthly mean NIR-only DFS maps for North America.
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Figure 9. Long-term monthly mean TIR-NIR DFS maps for North America.

Maps of NIR-only LTMM daytime DFS values for CONUS are shown in Figure 8. Cell-averaged DFS values

range from about 0.2 to 0.8. The maps reveal an east-west pattern similar to the TIR-only maps for CONUS

presented in Figure 7, suggesting that TIR and NIR retrievals are similarly affected by geophysical noise. Over

most of eastern CONUS, DFS values are significantly greater in January and April than in July and October.

Figure 10. Long-term monthly mean TIR-only DFS maps for the Amazon Basin.
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Figure 11. Long-term monthly mean NIR-only DFS maps for the Amazon Basin.

Seasonal variability is weaker over western CONUS and Mexico. Seasonally variable parameters which might
produce higher DFS values over eastern CONUS in January and April include solar zenith angle and CO loading.
Higher solar zenith angles in winter (peaking in December) result in longer atmospheric path lengths and
enhanced optical absorption. Seasonal changes in CO loading should lead to larger DFS values in April, when
CO loading in the Northern Hemisphere reaches its maximum. Seasonal changes in NIR surface albedo due
to vegetation changes and snow cover may also affect the DFS seasonality.

Maps of TIR-NIR LTMM daytime DFS values for CONUS are shown in Figure 9. Cell-averaged DFS values range
from near 1.0 to 2.0. Similar to both the TIR-only and NIR-only maps in Figures 7 and 8, TIR-NIR DFS values
are substantially greater over eastern CONUS compared to western CONUS and northern Mexico. Seasonally,
most of North America experiences maximum DFS values in April, the month of highest CO loading in the
Northern Hemisphere. Minimum DFS values occur in January for most of CONUS but occur in July for Texas
and northern Mexico.

Over the ocean, comparisons of Figures 7 and 9 indicate higher DFS values for the TIR-NIR product than
for the TIR-only product despite the fact that the TIR-NIR product only exploits NIR observations over
land. This is the result of an algorithm feature (first introduced in the MOPITT V5 product) to increase the
influence of the NIR radiances by introducing a “gain enhancement factor” in the optimal estimation retrieval
algorithm [Deeter et al., 2011]. In the TIR-NIR product, this feature increases DFS values in scenes where the
TIR and NIR radiances are both exploited as well as in scenes where only the TIR radiances are exploited,
such as oceans.
4.4.2. Amazon Basin
LTMM DFS maps for TIR-only retrievals for the Amazon Basin are shown in Figure 10. Cell-averaged DFS values
range from less than 1 over the Andes to about 1.6 in the Amazon Basin. Areas of missing data (shown in gray),
particularly during January, reflect the high probability of clouds during the Amazonian rainy season. Seasonal
variations in DFS are thought to primarily be the result of CO loading, since thermal contrast conditions in the
tropics are relatively stable. Over most of the Amazon Basin, DFS values are the lowest in April, near the
end of the rainy season. Maximum DFS values occur in October for the southern and eastern areas of
the Amazon Basin and in January for the northwestern Amazon Basin. These patterns are consistent with the
later dry season for northern Amazonia relative to southern Amazonia [Marengo et al., 2001] and support the
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Figure 12. Long-term monthly mean TIR-NIR DFS maps for the Amazon Basin.

correlation between DFS and CO loading. The strongest DFS values observed for Amazonia overall occur
in October near Brazil’s border with Bolivia, within a region known as the “arc of deforestation” [Fearnside
et al., 2009].

Maps of NIR-only LTMM daytime DFS values for Amazonia are shown in Figure 11. Cell-averaged DFS values
range from about 0.2 to 0.7. NIR-only DFS geographical variability appears to be relatively weak, while
seasonal variability appears to follow a similar pattern to the TIR-only results in Figure 10. Thus, both TIR-only
and NIR-only retrievals achieve maximum DFS values at the end of the burning season when CO loading
typically peaks.

LTMM DFS maps for TIR-NIR retrievals are presented in Figure 12. Cell-averaged DFS values in this case range
from about 1.1 to 2.0. Geographically, DFS values are weakest over the Andes mountains and largest near the
south central region of the Amazon Basin. Seasonally, DFS values follow a similar cycle to the TIR-only and
NIR-only products, with maximum DFS values occurring in October, near the end of the dry season. At this
time of year, most of the Amazon Basin is characterized by DFS values of 1.8 or greater.

5. Discussion

As indicated above, DFS can be interpreted as the number of independent pieces of information in the
retrieval with respect to the CO vertical distribution. Typically, TIR-only DFS values exceed NIR-only DFS values,
whereas TIR-NIR DFS values are the largest of all three retrieval variants. Retrievals with DFS values of 1 or less
may be used for analyses of CO total column but provide no useful information with respect to the shape of
the vertical profile. Retrievals with DFS values between 1 and 2 contain some information about the profile
shape and thus may be useful for measuring differences between CO concentrations in the upper and lower
tropoposphere [Deeter et al., 2004]. As DFS values approach 2, the retrieval of profile shape becomes pro-
gressively less constrained by a priori information. MOPITT DFS values occasionally exceed 2 but only for
TIR-NIR retrievals under optimal conditions. (While DFS is an important retrieval diagnostic, it should not be
the sole basis for selecting the most appropriate MOPITT product (e.g., TIR-only versus TIR-NIR) for a specific
application. For example, the TIR-NIR product is generally characterized by larger random errors compared to
the TIR-only product and greater long-term bias drift [Deeter et al., 2013]).
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Figure 13. (top) Pixel-dependent histograms of DFS and (bottom)
CO enhancement at 400 hPa relative to the a priori for a MOPITT
overpass of the Amazon Basin (between 8∘S, 2∘S, 75∘W, and
65∘W) on 2 October 2005.

However, the results of the previous section
demonstrate that MOPITT TIR-only, NIR-only,
and TIR-NIR DFS values are all highly variable.
DFS temporal variability results from both
long-term changes in instrumental noise and
the seasonality of geophysical phenomena
such as thermal contrast and CO loading.
Thermal contrast plays a significant role in DFS
variability in midlatitude land scenes, as indi-
cated by comparisons of TIR-only DFS values
over CONUS during January and July. As indi-
cated by DFS results for the Amazon Basin in
Figures 10–12, high CO loading enhances DFS
values for all three variants. DFS geographical
variability is primarily related to surface type
due to the effects of geophysical noise. This
effect explains the weak DFS values in all three
retrieval variants over mountainous regions in
North and South America.

Users of MOPITT products often seek to filter
the MOPITT retrieval data in order to maxi-
mize the influence of the satellite measure-
ments and minimize the impact of the a priori
used in the retrieval algorithm. For example,
an obvious filtering strategy is to discard
Level 2 retrievals with DFS values below some
threshold. However, because of the relation-
ship between CO loading and DFS, simple DFS
thresholding will introduce bias and is there-
fore not appropriate. DFS thresholding will
tend to discard retrievals with low retrieved CO
concentrations, yielding a positive bias in the
filtered data set.

The results of sections 3 and 4 suggest the benefits of several alternative filtering strategies, none of which will
impose any bias. First, it is clear from section 3 that MOPITT’s four detector elements exhibit highly variable
noise over the mission. Thus, in some applications, it may be advisable to discard retrievals associated with one
or more of the detectors in MOPITT’s linear array. This strategy is already employed in the generation of the V6
MOPITT TIR-only and TIR-NIR gridded Level 3 products, both of which are based only on Pixels 1 and 2. Users
of MOPITT Level 2 products may implement pixel-based filtering by exploiting the “Swath Index” diagnostic
which is included along with the MOPITT CO data in every Level 2 data file. In addition, seasonal and/or
geographical filtering may also effectively enhance mean DFS values without imposing bias. For example,
the results shown in Figure 7 suggest that analyses of long-term CO trends over CONUS using MOPITT TIR-only
products would benefit from the exclusion of both (1) wintertime data and (2) data acquired over the Rocky
Mountain region. Inclusion of such data in the calculation of long-term trends will tend to unnecessarily
incorporate MOPITT data which are heavily weighted by the a priori and thus diminish any actual trends in
the data.

The benefits of pixel-based filtering are best illustrated by analyzing the effects of DFS variability on actual
retrieved CO concentrations in a particular scene. For this case study, we chose to analyze MOPITT V6 TIR-only
retrievals from a daytime overpass of the Amazon Basin on 2 October 2005. This date was selected because
(1) it represents a period where the pixel dependence of 7D instrumental noise and DFS values was particularly
strong (as indicated in Figures 1 and 2) and (2) a drought in the Amazon Basin in 2005 resulted in enhanced
biomass burning emissions [Aragão et al., 2007]. MOPITT DFS values and CO retrievals were extracted between
8∘S, 2∘S, 75∘W, and 65∘W. DFS values for the subsetted retrievals are shown in the histogram presented in
Figure 13 (top). Individual histograms are presented for each of the four MOPITT pixels. Figure 13 (bottom)
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presents histograms of (xrtv−xa), i.e., the enhancement in the retrieved CO at 400 hPa above the a priori value.
(A priori values at 400 hPa varied between approximately 100 and 115 ppbv over the scene.) The 400 hPa level
was selected for this analysis since the 7D radiance primarily controls retrievals of upper tropospheric CO.
Within Figures 13 (top) and 13 (bottom), mean values are listed for each of the four pixels along with the mean
value for the entire scene.

DFS histograms presented in Figure 13 are qualitatively consistent with the DFS time series plot shown in
Figure 2. DFS values are highest for Pixels 1 and 2, with substantially smaller DFS values for Pixels 3 and 4. For
the chosen scene, mean DFS values for Pixel 3 are about 0.55 less than values for Pixels 1 and 2. The reduced
information content for Pixels 3 and 4 should primarily affect retrievals of upper tropospheric CO concentra-
tions, since excessive instrument noise in the 7D radiance is believed to cause the reduced DFS values. Thus,
in this case, retrieved CO concentrations at 400 hPa for Pixels 3 and 4 should be constrained by the a priori
more than for Pixels 1 and 2. This expectation is confirmed by the results depicted in Figure 13 (bottom). Mean
values of (xrtv − xa) are approximately 90 ppbv for Pixels 1 and 2, 72 ppbv for Pixel 3, and 80 ppbv for Pixel 4.
The best MOPITT-based estimate of the mean CO concentration for this scene therefore clearly depends on
the particular pixels used to construct the mean. The use of Pixels 1 and 2 results in a mean CO concentration
(< xrtv >) of 199 ppbv, whereas the use of Pixels 3 and 4 yields a mean concentration of 185 ppbv. The greater
DFS values associated with Pixels 1 and 2 indicate that the estimate based on those two pixels is less weighted
by the a priori.

6. Conclusion

The quality of satellite-based retrievals of atmospheric trace gas concentrations depends on both instrumen-
tal parameters and geophysical effects. In optimal estimation-based retrieval algorithms, the variability of
both instrumental performance and geophysical variables can modulate the relative weighting of a priori
information and information from the actual observation. This work highlights the importance of understand-
ing the factors which determine the information content in satellite trace-gas products based on optimal
estimation. Without such knowledge, users of these products run the risk of overly diluting the available infor-
mation in the observations with a priori information. With respect to MOPITT CO products, DFS values vary
geographically and temporally due to the variability of instrument noise, geophysical noise, thermal contrast,
and CO loading. Instrument noise has varied significantly over the MOPITT mission and has produced corre-
sponding changes in DFS values, most clearly over ocean scenes. Instrument noise also depends on the spe-
cific MOPITT detector element used as the basis of a particular observation. Analysis of DFS long-term monthly
means for North America and the Amazon Basin demonstrates that MOPITT TIR-only, NIR-only, and TIR-NIR
DFS values are all highly variable. Geophysical noise, which is an effect unique to the MOPITT instrument,
suppresses DFS values particularly over mountainous regions. High CO concentrations, as observed over the
Amazon Basin during the dry season, produce higher DFS values for all three types of MOPITT products. DFS
seasonal variability is associated with thermal contrast, seasonal changes in CO loading, and possibly other
effects. The results of this analysis suggest several methods of filtering the MOPITT retrieval data in order to
minimize the strength of a priori information in the retrieval without introducing retrieval bias.
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